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Rising & Falling (2020)
Oil and cold wax on panel
24"x36"
Are you an artist, writer, budding journalist or
community resident in the Milwaukie, OR area? Is there
something you’d like to contribute to 99E Magazine in
the future?
Please contact us at lllyadetorres@gmail.com to be
considered for upcoming issues:
Send us your one sentence poems, your stories, your
wackiest play synopses… Send us your funniest
personal stories, your gripping fiction, your captivating
non-fiction, and your art… Send us your social
commentary, your perspective, your take on life. There’s
lot’s happening in the world, near and far, and we want
to hear from you!
Please note: No age restrictions for submission.
Submission does not guarantee publication.
All submissions will be vetted for appropriateness. We
reserve the right to not to publish articles/content which
do not meet 99E Magazine’s current ethos, standards,
or direction. No hateful propaganda or equally offensive
material will be published. 99E Magazine reserves the
right to make all necessary decisions regarding the
content reproduced within its pages.
Editor: Illya deTorres | Design: Diane Stankard

Die Trying (2020)
Oil and cold wax on panel
20"x16"

COPYRIGHT © 99E MAGAZINE 2020

All content provided remains the property of each
contributor; the content may not be copied or
reproduced or republished without permission from
the individual contributor and/or 99E Magazine.
Thank you, kind reader, for respecting the work of our contributors!
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Tammy Jo Wilson, is a
black artist and curator
residing just south of
Portland, Oregon in
historic Oregon City.
She creates artwork
using a broad variety
of media including
encaustic, ink, ceramics,
fabric, and oil paint.

Photography credit: Aaron Johanson, artist

COVE R ART I S T BI O

Tammy Jo Wilson
Tammy’s paintings show how we as humans bend, move, and
push our bodies to express joy, sadness, and love; to endure,
climb, and prevail. She provides a visual statement through
her art that speaks to those that have been made to feel
devalued, and pushed down.
A few years ago Wilson participated in a performance that
brought together visual art, dance, and spoken word. This
experience inspired her to bring the figure into her artwork;
establishing a vocabulary of distinct stylized characters using
body language to tell their story. These figures convia a sense
of struggle and survival as the person moves their body to
make room for what is to happen next. Her work captures the
awkward positions we often find ourselves in, allowing for a
moment to be in the struggle. Her paintings express how it
feels to navigate through life knowing that so many people
still see the female body as a weak, fragile, commodity. She
intentionally creates paintings of uncomfortable spaces that
can also provide solace.
Wilson will have an exhibition of her artwork at the Gretchen
Shuette Galley in Salem during February and March of 2021.
tammyjowilson.com

Tammy is also co-founder
and President of the arts
organization Art in Oregon
(AiO); a statewide non-profit
working to build pride in
Oregon artists and establish
collaborative relationships
with the common goal of
increased visibility and
access to art for all.

Sickness Is a Part of Life
Pastel Pencil on wood panel

She co-curated the exhibit
An Artistic Heritage in 2019,
Art Makes History, and You
are Not a Robot in 2020.
Currently working on the (in
person) exhibit Black Matter,
scheduled to open at The
Arts Center in Corvallis in
May 2021, and then travel to
the Chehalem Cultural Center
in Newberg, June -July.

Inside-Out

@tammyjowilsonart

Acrylic & ceramic on wood
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UPDATE
K e e p i n g u p w it h
c h a p e l Th e atre

Chapel Theatre
We’ve been scrounging together funding
where we can find it, engaging with our
community to collect donations when we
need it, finding ways to be resourceful,
keep costs low, and keep our community
engaged in the best ways we can during
this pandemic. It’s been… a tough 7 months,
as we know it has for so many people. We
don’t pretend we’re the only ones who have
had dramatic changes to our lives this year
and it is somewhat comforting to know that
we’re all doing this together, as a community,
as a nation, as a global people. I have to
look at everything as an opportunity these
days because it helps my mental health and
encourages me to keep things going during
a time when “end in sight” is not a reality.

How you
can engage
with art
at Chapel Theatre:
TriptheDark Dance Company
Our in house dance company (that I also
happen to run with my partner, Stephanie
Seaman-Keith), TriptheDark, is doing
something new this year. Instead of a live
show in the spring, the company is releasing
monthly videos to subscribers. These
videos are short, new dance pieces that
the company learns throughout the month,
then creates a video at the end of the month
and sends it off. Each month is a different
choreographer and will include varying
styles of dance. The subscription is available
to sign up for at any time throughout the
season; you will receive access to all of
the videos regardless of when you sign
up. You can find information through our
website or directly at tripthedark.com.

And so, I would like to take this opportunity
to share with you the new opportunities that
have opportunely presented themselves
and the ways in which we are transitioning,
modifying, and dare I say growing(??) in
our artistic expression during this time.
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*Note: A BIG THANK YOU to our Title Sponsor for the Chapel Theatre Audio Plays series: Ronnie LaCroute!

is Still Here!
Chapel Theatre Audio Plays

A Taste of Dance

Chapel Theatre Company (formerly
Chapel Theatre Collective) has shifted
focus this fall to audio plays. We are
working with a professional sound
engineer to record and edit these
audio plays, which we liken to a
short series podcast. In this format,
we are exploring a couple of things:
For the first two episodes, you will
have free access to a monologue
and a One Act in each episode, both
showcasing the work of Ellen Margolis
and performed by members of the
cast. It’s like two mini episodes in
one sitting. For the last six episodes,
Ellen has written a brand new audio
play, split into six parts. It’s a story
of a time-travelling woman who is
collecting items from different times
in history for some unknown reason
that you will discover by the end of
the series. It’s mystery, it’s suspense,
it’s a play but without seeing anything,
it’s imaginative and fun! This is new
territory for us and we are thrilled at
the opportunity to learn some new
skills in producing audio dramas.

We also transitioned one of our spring events, A Taste of Dance,
into an online experience, as well. While it is too late to sign up
to receive the wine as part of this experience, it is not too late
to reach out and let us know you are interested in accessing the
videos that were released as part of this event. We partnered
with the Milwaukie Arts Committee to create an interesting
blend of the senses; each week in October we released a different dance video with a different wine for audiences to enjoy
at home. If you’re interested in access to this past event, we
have suggestions for you on wines you can find at the grocery
store that would pair with these dances. Just send us an email!

Chapel Theatre Play Festival
And finally, coming up this winter, Chapel Theatre Co will host
a virtual play festival where playwrights, actors, and directors
all get paired up to create new work, in person (though not performed in front of an audience and using all covid precautions
when working together), for a virtual audience in early March.
I bring it up now because we will very soon be putting out a call
for all of these roles. If you are interested in auditioning for this
festival, please contact illya@chapeltheatremilwaukie.com

We hope to see you in person one day soon, but in the
meantime, take care of yourselves, don’t forget about art,
nourish your soul, eat more cheese.
With love, Corinn deTorres, Chapel Theatre Director
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Chapel Theatre Artist in Residency Project

Art
IN

OREGON

Art in Oregon (AiO) is honored to
be working with Chapel Theatre
on a new artist-in-residency
project called Chapel AiR.
This spring, Chapel AiR invited five
visual artists to collaborate with
Chapel Theatre Co. on envisioning
sets, props, environment, and other
experiential design considerations
for the production Lion in the
Streets. We quickly discovered
that comradery, support, and
new friendships amongst creative
individuals was the true reward.

This artist in residency project idea
they divvied up amongst themselves.
was ignited from a casual conversation The strategy was to compensate AiR
between Illya and Corinn deTorres
artists for their scene designs, which
(Chapel Theatre/Chapel Theatre Co./
we would then reproduce on 4ft. x 8ft.
TriptheDark Dance Company), Tammy
plywood panels. We decided to crowd
Jo Wilson, and Owen Premore (Art in
source volunteers and supplies for
Oregon). The residency idea took hold the huge task of creating these large
and we developed a plan for Chapel
scene paintings.
Theatre Company’s April/May 2020
Chapel Theatre hosted script review
performance of Lion in the Streets, a
sessions, art review and strategizing
play written by Judith Thompson.
workshops, and invited artists to
Tammy and Owen poured over artists
observe rehearsals. The incredible
in the Art in Oregon database, (artartwork from these explorations clearly
shine.org) and invited Lisa Brinkman, capture the style of each artist, and
Leah Faure, Kendra Larson, and Quire common themes and considerations
to participate in Chapel AiR 2020.
for the performers that resulted from
Quire served as our much-appreciated these meetings. The next step was
Artist Advisor, and they recommended making these scene designs BIG…
painter Roxanne Zuniga Blackwood
and then COVID protocols delayed the
for this project. Roxanne accepted our performance.
invitation and the Chapel Theatre AiR
In July, AiO and Chapel Theatre hosted
artist team was complete!
a four-day Lion in the Streets scene
Illya, Chapel Theatre’s Co. Artistic
Director, provided the artists with a list
of twelve scenes from the play, which

painting party and invited as many
volunteers as we could accommodate
safely and legally inside the theatre.
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Masks, contact tracing, egress, and
sanitation to prevent the spread of
COVID were undertaken with the
utmost seriousness. We projected the
AiR artists’ designs ontothe 4ft. =x 8ft.
plywood panels and then proceeded
to carefully paint each panel with
donated art supplies. This event provided a much-needed opportunity to
socialize at a distance and be creative
after four months of self-quarantine.
Thank you everyone who volunteered:
Leah Faure, Carissa Burkett, Selena
Jones, Quire, Kendra Larson, Roxanne
Zuniga Blackwood, Doug Martel,
Christy Drogosch, and Amber Black.
Art in Oregon and Chapel Theatre are
eagerly looking forward to sharing
this project with the public as soon as
COVID restrictions are lifted. Our hope
is this performance will lay the groundwork for more Chapel AiR Residencies
in the near future. Stay healthy and
creative!

Leah Faure

To see the latest on her
portrait series and future
shows, visit:
leahfaureart.com
IG @leahfaureart
The complicated scenes say so much.
There are portraits everywhere: in the cup on the
table, shadow in the street,
books on a shelf. This is the
muse for Milwaukie-raised
artist, Leah Faure. With a
painting career that has
lasted over twenty years,
she has taught, completed
commissions for portraits

transparent layers of colors
on a grey scale. The people
and places of Portland will
always be an inspiration for
Leah Faure’s work, fascinatingly watching as the
city grows and changes.

and has had several solo
shows, from the Architectural Heritage Center to
most recently the Red E
Café. She is attracted to
perspective and texture
pattern in form. Working
mostly in oil, Leah often
utilizes the old master technique of glazing, working

Leah’s work is currently
on display at Bar Mingo on
NW 21 st and the Portland
classic Cassidy’s Restaurant in SW.

Communing with Nature and Life
Lisa Brinkman’s art is deeply influenced by the textures, colors and sensations
of the natural world that
surrounds her West Linn,
Oregon ‘tree-house’ home.

Purchase prize for her BFA
painting thesis. Lisa went
on to earn a MA in Art
Therapy from Marylhurst
University, practicing from
2003 to 2012.

Her art speaks to an intentional desire to participate
and commune with nature
and life; lyrically imagined,
through innovative explorations in mixed media painting, papermaking, fibers,
and eco-prints of plants on
raw silk with oils.

Inspired by a lifelong
fascination and study of
archetypal images, symbols,
patterns, and astrology,
Lisa’s art emerges from
labor-intensive alchemical
play with materials, ideas
and psyche.

Lisa Brinkman was born
in NYC, raised in Chicago,
and returned to her father’s Portland hometown
roots in 1974. Graduating
from PNCA in Oregon,
she received the Helman

Arts Festival, OR; Multnomah Art Center; and the
Clackamas Arts Alliance.
Lisa’s art is published in
Cosmos & Logos: Journal of
Myth, Religion, and Folklore;
“The Listening Post,” poems
by Gordon Dawson; and
The Journal of Naturopathic
Medicine. Lisa Brinkman’s
latest body of paintings,
eco-prints of plants with oils
on silk canvas, will be featured October 19th to November 12th, 2020, through
the Buckley Center Gallery,
University of Portland.

Brinkman’s work has been
included in many exhibitions
regionally: the Portland Art
Museum; Buckley Center
Gallery, University of Portland; Littman Gallery, PSU;
Sticks and Stones Gallery in
Seattle, WA; Lake Oswego

For more information visit: lisabrinkman.com   IG @ lisa_brinkman_arts
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Lisa Brinkman

Chapel Theatre Artist in Residency Project

Kendra Larson

For more information about
Kendra’s work please visit:
kendralarson.com

Understanding of Place
Kendra Larson has a deep love for
Oregon; she is an artist based in
Portland, with a primary focus on
the ephemerality of Pacific NW
landscapes. Her paintings and
drawings explore historical ideas
of the Landscape, Romanticism,
environmentalism, and wonder
evoked by the natural world.
Her current body of work focuses on
making visible the fleeting qualities
that add to our understanding
of Place; the role smoke, fire,
clouds, snow, movement, sound,
and fireworks play in nature.
Originally from Salem, OR, she
received her BFA from the Pacific
NW College of Art and an MFA
in Painting from the University of
Wisconsin, Madison. She has shown
her work in venues in the United
States and New Zealand. Larson is
a past Signal Fire, Caldera, Sitka,
and New Pacific Studios (Masterton,
New Zealand) artist in residence.
She is represented by Augen
Gallery and teaches at Portland
State University, Lewis and Clark,
and PNCA. Last year she was
awarded a Regional Arts and
Culture Council (RACC) Project
Grant for an installation that she
did at Pacific University. This year
she was awarded an Oregon Arts
Commission Career Opportunity
Grant in support of her work for an
exhibition at Umpqua Community
College in Roseburg next February.

Can also be found at:
portlandopenstudios.com
IG: @kendrajlarson
facebook: kendralarsonart
stumptowncreative.com
augengallery.com
YouTube: kendrajlarson

Follow Roxanne on IG:
@roxannezunigablackwood

When not painting she can be
found hosting an art podcast with
her sister, Ashley, called Art Gab
(stumptowncreative.com). The
podcast includes interviews and
stories highlighting Portland artists.
Over the last few months she has
enjoyed making drawing videos
for her students. Kendra also likes
hiking around Mt Tabor with her
four year old son Oliver, husband
Christopher, and studio dog Edie.
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Pushing Definitions

Quire

Quire graduated Magna Cum Laude with a
Bachelor of Science degree in Studio Art from
Oral Roberts University in 2003. During and
after college she focused on philanthropic
charity work through faith based communities
while creating music and studying visual art.
She traveled to South America, Africa, The
Philippines, Mexico, and Scotland for volunteer
work, and performed music across the country
as the lead singer of unknown indie-band
Pablo’s Dove and for her own solo projects.
As visual artist Quire, she employs the many
interests of her fine art degree by concentrating
her creative communication in mixed media
work. With a desire to push the definition of
mixed media, Quire blends traditional materials
with modern commercial materials like Plexiglass
and LED lights, while also using digital media
alongside painting, embroidery, and drawing.
Her philanthropic focus has changed from faith
based charity to using her visual art to provide
viewers with work that can connect them more
deeply to themselves and their communities.
Quire finds ways to make her work more
accessible through the use of current
technologies and alternative art partnerships.
Her art practice also includes using individuals
from her community for source imagery and
connecting personally through volunteer
art lessons and speaking engagements.

She presents her work in
both traditional gallery
settings as well as
community spaces.

After recently becoming a new mother, Quire is focusing on balancing
motherhood with her art practice, and has moved her studio from
Portland to Oregon City where she resides with her family.

Artist Statement:

Roxanne Zuniga
Blackwood
Multifaceted and Eclectic
Roxanne Zuniga Blackwood is a
Mexican-American visual artist
residing in the Pacific Northwest
with her husband and two
daughters and a menagerie of
pets. She works mostly with acrylic
paints and water media on canvas
and paper, and loves to paint in a
direct, alla prima style with oils. She
studied Fine Art at Modesto Junior
College, and at San Jose State
University but she is largely selftaught when it comes to painting.

I love to create, I always have since I
was a child. When I was quite small,
my father used to work nights so I saw
him very little during the week. To let
me know he was thinking of me, my
artist of a Dad would draw fantastical
drawings and tape them onto the wall
above my bed while I slept. I would
wake up to his drawings of clouds,
animals and people flying in the sky
doing silly things. I absolutely loved
these drawings and I looked forward
to seeing them. I learned at an early
age I could make up my own world
with art. I have always been inspired
by beauty such as flowers, rainbows,
butterflies and insects. Color is an
important element in my work and I
am always looking for new ways to add

magic to a picture through value, color
and composition. I am also drawn to
the magical world of little girls and will
continue to explore this in my work as
a mother of young daughters.
My work is multifaceted & eclectic
because I love so many different
aspects of art and am always exploring
and evolving with my own art. I enjoy
melding and mashing up imagery to
tell visual stories and I am especially
interested in investigating the concept
of courage and the idea that each of
us is going through our own personal
journey into and longing for selfactualization and fulfilment as well
as exploring notions of divergence,
hybridity, and the cycles of life.

Passionate about community art projects, art advocacy, and loves curating and organizing art exhibitions,
Roxanne has been exhibiting art since 2005. She currently teaches painting classes in Portland.
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THE

GOOD PEOPLE
BY ISAAC PENDERGRASS

“All politics is loco.”

of, both, the Monroe St. Greenway and the Library
Expansion task forces.

That is what I thought he said, and my
limited grasp of the Spanish language in
that moment, turned out to be just enough.

There is no shortage of confidence in Jon’s voice
as he talks about his views. He believes that the City
Council is doing a good job but should focus more on
the basics of what cities were created to provide; infrastructure, safety, and schools. Housing is his number
one concern and he believes the Council cannot begin
to address the issue without addressing utility rates, an
issue echoed by many of the candidates. He’s given it
a lot of thought and already knows the proposals he’d
put forth, if given the opportunity. He also believes the
measures of progress—good schools and rising property
values—are at odds to the notion of affordable housing. That being said, he does believe the Council can
put forth measures to accommodate planned growth
that is not overwhelming. As far as climate change is
concerned, Jon is sure it is human caused but feels
that changes made at the municipal level may be too
small to stem the tide. He made many good points and
extended an opportunity for me to see some things in a
different light.

My father wasn’t talking to me but was loud enough
that it didn’t matter. So, it was a confluence of negligence and mishearing that laid the groundwork for
what I thought to be the most profound statement ever
uttered. To be fair, he could have said anything and
I would have held it just as high, but those four words
stuck with me as they seemed to be reflected in every
display of politics that I would observe thereafter. There
are many definitions of crazy but they all seemed to fit.
Full of cracks. Flaws. Crooked. Askew. Not mentally
sound. Impractical. Erratic.
Given the capricious movements and increasing
absurdity of every election cycle since, what I thought I
had heard could easily pass for wisdom. It wasn’t until
many years later that I realized that my father had actually said “All politics is local,” but by that time the damage
had already been done. In my heart, I felt if they had ever
existed, the good people in politics were just a memory
of memory. So, when I was given the opportunity to sit
down with five, of the six, candidates running for the two
open positions on the Milwaukie City Council, I expected what I expected. I braced for the forward movement
of empty promises, flanked by mistruths. However, when
the interviews began and the fog began to thin, standing
in the clear was something I wasn’t prepared for.

Angel Falconer, the sole City Council candidate up
for reelection, also a paralegal for eighteen years, identifies as a mother, first and foremost. She grew up in a
tight-knit, blue-collar, family in Cincinnati, Ohio. While
her family doesn’t have an official history of public
service, she expressed they were not unfamiliar with
serving their community—helping neighbors, cousins,
friends, and once taking in a homeless foreign exchange
student. In 2006, she made her way to Oregon when her
husband, a college football coach, had an opportunity to
move back. They packed up their Volkswagen and two
dogs, and made the cross-country drive.

The first sit-down was with Jon Stoll. A backpacker
and outdoorsman, Jon moved to Oregon from suburban Chicago to attend college and, of course, for the
weather. With a degree in Economics from Reed and an
MBA from Willamette University, he boasts a thirty-year
career as a financial professional. A former Portland
resident, Jon resettled in Milwaukie to avoid Portland’s
unchecked growth. Since his retirement, he has been
very active in the community. He’s a volunteer with
Meals on Wheels, a member of the Milwaukie budget
committee for the past nine years, and was a member

Angel’s family has grown a little since then but those
family values, and a devotion to community she carried
across the country fourteen years ago, are still intact.
Perhaps the most telling display of Angel’s desire to
serve everyone in her community came when I asked if
she was a native Oregonian. She responded: unless we
come from one of the Native American tribes, none of us
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can truly be considered native. It is that same dedication
to lending support to every member of her community
that found Angel running for City Council in the first
place. She noticed then the Council was not representative of the community and recalled families were asking
for safe routes to school but those needs were not being
prioritized. She had a strong belief the city was falling
short of its obligations to provide access to all of its
residents. During our discussion, she lamented the fact
that seventy-five percent of Milwaukie’s housing stock is
zoned for single detached dwellings—the most exclusive
housing type—and outlined the approach necessary to
ensure that the city maintains some level of affordable
housing. She was poised, optimistic, and trustworthy. My
mind was changing.

residents, while also reducing Milwaukie’s carbon footprint. The conversation felt more like an awakening;
Adam possesses a deep sincerity that can pull you in from
any distance.
Born and raised in Toledo, Ohio, Desi Nicodemus was
just three years old, when his mother, Julia Nicodemus,
mounted and won a legal offensive against Chrysler
Corporation for sex discrimination in its employment
practices. That event would later inform him of the
depths of discrimination possible when there are no representative voices in the room when decisions are being
made. Having traveled the world teaching, Desi uses
those perspectives and experiences to better understand
and contribute to his community. He was a member
of the Construction Excise Tax Oversight Group. He’s
also worked on grants through the National Education
Association and the Carnegie Foundation, to name a
couple, on constructing guidelines and incentives to help
recruit and retain teachers of color.

Adam Khosroabadi celebrated his nineteenth
birthday in the middle of a warzone. Inspired by the
events of September 11, he enlisted in the Marine Corps
because he felt he had to do
something. Having served as a
point man, leading patrols in
Iraq, Khosroabadi currently leads
a team into a different kind of
battle as a coach on Portland State
University’s football team. He is
also a small business owner and
notary public. He currently serves
on the Planning Commission and
was recently appointed to the
Veterans Advisory Council for
Clackamas County. Previously,
Adam was a member of the Public
Safety Advisory Committee.
Spurred by the events surrounding the murder of George Floyd,
Adam once again grappled with
a range of emotions that would
only be quelled by a deeper commitment to the service of his community. Adam has pledged to step
away from his coaching position
if he wins the City Council seat,
to engage with the community,
full time. Seeing housing, utilities,
and the climate as major issues
facing Milwaukie’s residents, he
glowed with excitement as he
explained his ideas for addressing
those issues. Everything from 3D
printed housing to using mini
hydroelectric turbines to curb the
out-of-pocket costs of Milwaukie’s

All of the
candidates have
given of themselves
beyond the average
constituent, and
still they seek
to give more.

Desi found the latter to be of
extreme importance because the
overwhelming majority of teachers
in the North Clackamas School
District are White, while students
of color make up just under half
of the student population. Also,
while mentoring new teachers in
his district, he noticed the children
of color in those classes appeared
lost and helpless. Wanting those
kids to have a voice was the catalyst that moved Desi to begin
organizing events in the community, like the “Sit in Solidarity”
and “The Death of Racism.” With
all of his outspokenness comes a
quiet humility. When I asked Desi
what makes him uniquely qualified for the City Council position,
he said he didn’t know if he was
uniquely qualified—with emphasis
on uniquely. He spoke to his own
ideas and then proceeded to outline the merits of his opponents
and the good they could also bring
about. It was an answer I didn’t
know I needed to hear, but I did.
Kalin Parsons is the youngest
of the candidates running for City
Council. At 19 years old, Kalin, a
college student at Portland State
University, has lived in Milwaukie
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for the majority of his life. His
interest in the community and how
it works began at a very early age.
He’s always been into volunteering,
whether for organizations or just
on a personal level. He was a Boy
Scout for eight years in Milwaukie’s
Troop 300 and currently serves
as Chairman of the Portland State
College Republicans.
Kalin lauds the moves the Council
has made in regards to its push for
a cleaner environment. However,
he feels the majority of the benefits
currently received can be maintained by utilizing public awareness
campaigns, which would remove the
need for a sustainability manager
and the salary attached. Kalin is also
keenly aware of Portland’s sprawl
and has ideas for Milwaukie to hold
on to its character, without excluding or displacing lower income

residents. Conversing with Kalin,
I was afforded a glimpse into what
the future of politics can be. He conducted himself with a civility that
felt beyond his years and expressed a
willingness to always do the best he
could for every resident, regardless
of political affiliation.
Two Council positions. Five
candidates. One similarity: they all
genuinely want what they think is
best for their community. All of the
candidates have given of themselves
beyond the average constituent,
and still they seek to give more.
Given all of this, not one of them
seemed flawed, crooked, or askew.
In fact, in their own ways, they were
perfect. Perfect examples of selflessness and sacrifice.
Remembering my father’s misheard statement, I picked up a dictionary and headed straight for the
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word that had informed my opinions of politics for all those years.
After reading for a few seconds, I
stared at the page, stunned. I found
I had stopped too early when first
reading those definitions. Just after
erratic were five words described
every person I had the privilege of
speaking with. Those words were:
Being out of the ordinary.
Jon is no ordinary retiree. Angel
is no ordinary paralegal. Adam is no
ordinary coach. Desi is no ordinary
teacher. Kalin is no ordinary college
student.
It turns out what I thought I
heard my father say may have been
right the whole time. At the very
least, if you are a Milwaukie resident during this election cycle, all
politics is, indeed, loco.

Piles of mashed potato clouds hover high above shattered columns
Someone’s God whispering what are you waiting for?
Postmodern folk peep through chain link, phones up like Lady Liberty’s torch
Snapping shots or video of yellow Deere dinosaurs gnawing on building bones
Soon only chunks of sheetrock, stucco, window trim, glass shards, wire curlicues
Somewhere surely a few faded hall passes, hardened gum wads, forgotten essays
In the end, change wears jagged edges. After the basic demolition
The stunted front stairs are what remain of the school’s structure.
Steps leading to blue. A portal to cloud canyon, dreamland, the hereafter
We are lazy with analogies, may describe the demolished high school
as a battlefield, though the only battles transpiring here are cultural
Socio-political debates over taxes, development, the unfurling inevitable.

Stepping Towards Blue
Stepping Towards Blue
Stepping Towards Blue
BY JOSHUA BAKER
Step up. Rise over run. Point slope formula.
The math formula every teen is supposed to learn.
Climb, enter, descend, depart, reach change, breaking planes
Misstate the obvious, fall somewhere different.
Such staircases encapsulate entry to the binary world
Inside, outside, up, down, naive, mature, left, then right
striding toward change no building collapse can erase
The yellow machines continue moving earth, rearranging matter
Thump, whish, rumble, clatter, thump, whish, rumble, clatter, thump
It is easier to destroy than to create, easier to complain than envision
Every time I see one customer in the neighborhood, I ask how he’s doing.
He eyes construction on two sides, shrugs. What do you think?
Yellow plastic ribbon speaks warnings in all directions.
For weeks, a stunted stairway leads only to blue sky
One day the steps are gone, the space now dirt seemingly plowed
As if a crop has been planted to nourish the world. Rise. Run.
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They want you to feel guilty. They want you to feel it in the pit of your stomach and in
the back of your throat. We thought we needed comfort, but that isn’t enough.

Comfort is the minimum. Late
at night, let all the grief bloom up
but by morning… We need joy.
They’re going to try and steal it
because joyless people are easy
to convince, easy to fool. We
aren’t fools. Let’s not be foolish.
They want you to feel hopeless
which we are already so good at.
They want you to feel heavy and
forlorn. It makes it easier. We
can’t make it easier on them.
When polled about their guilty
pleasures, people mentioned:
F Salted caramel chocolates
F Cheap hot dogs
F Stouffer’s mac and cheese
Because we’re supposed to
worry about counting calories to
stay small.
They want you to be embarrassed. To walk around hungry
all of the time. They want your
shame to grow and flourish
while you edit your emails for
tone and too many exclamation
points. They want you to wear
uncomfortable shoes and clothes

with no pockets.They want you
to hate your body, your job, your
gender, your bank account, your
partner, your apartment, your
kids, your future. It’s lucrative.
It’s money in their pockets.
Hopelessness is contagious.
Skepticism is ugly. They say
trust the system, but the system
is built on whiteness and apathy
and they LOVE APATHY. Your
joy is a wild animal holding its
breath.
When polled about their guilty
pleasures, people said:
F Reality tv
F $20 jars of face cream
F Peanut butter and jelly sandwich with top ramen and a
pickle and tortilla chips on
the side. Which is strangely
specific.
Because we’re supposed to
be “better than that” but being
better is exhausting.
Your joy can lower your blood
pressure, slow your heart rate,
improve your immune system,
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make you more resilient to pain,
let you sleep better, live longer,
increase energy, heal faster,
absorb more nutrients and stave
off heart disease. Your joy can
save you. Your joy is everything.
When polled, people feel guilty
about:
F Pedicures
F The new Taylor swift thing
F Ariana grande records
Because we aren’t allowed to
feel good about anything, really.
Your lungs are right to feel
belabored. Your awful stiff armed
anxiety makes sense. It’s reasonable that your heart feels tender
and taken for granted. Your joy is
an emergency. Is there anything
they won’t try and ruin? Your joy
is a religion. Pray to the church
of it. What are we supposed to
do with our hands? These things
that jitter and clench. Knuckles
crack and fingers hold a pen
that won’t make words. They’re
jammed in pockets for safe keeping. You miss sitting in bars in

the summer with your fingers around slick glasses
trying to think of smart things to say. Why is joy
reserved for lights off and closed doors and eating
fast over the sink? They say burn it down but I
don’t know what “it” is. The system isn’t a building and they’ll just house it elsewhere. They want
your joy to be endangered. I want your joy to crush
everything they try to build. No justice, no peace.
When polled, people feel guilty about watching:
F Degrassi
F Dawson’s creek
F Friends
Because we can’t let our brains escape a little bit
without feeling guilty.
They won’t let you keep your joy easily. They’re
cowards. They’re craven. We aren’t allowed to
have any heroes because everyone is flawed. You
should be a weapon. How can we all be weapons? I
want to be a weapon.

We all get comfort somehow.
They want to burn us for our joy. History repeats
itself. They want to keep us as small as they can.
Vote as one tool of many but that’s not enough.
We aren’t playing the same game. Eat the rich.
Burn it down, whatever “it” is. What other tools do
we have?

When polled about guilty pleasures, people feel
guilty about:
F Tostadas without any vegetables
F Long showers that use too much water
F Cheetos

Lately, I’ve been waking up with a feeling I can
finally name as “fear”. It’s there in the morning
before my eyes open and rolls back in when night
comes. It tastes like pennies in my mouth and
electricity in my chest. Your joy is linked to hope
and hope feels dangerous. Hope can be taken
away. Hope feels like a joke. But maybe joy can be
weaponized.

And man, I love cheetos.
What’s your joy? How do you protect it when
they try to choke it out? They’re so good at being
bad guys. When do we get to be conniving? When
do we break the rules to win? When can we be villainous to get what we want? When can we operationalize our anger?
When polled, people feel guilty about:

Here’s my prayer: Our joy should be obscene.
Our joy should be offensive in size. Our joy should
be grand, and wet, and un-Christian like. It should
be irreverent and endless and rooted deeply in the
ground where they said no joy could ever grow
again. Our joy should be so thick it chokes them
out. Lets be an invasive species. Let’s make them
angry. Your joy should echo into all the empty
spaces and shake the land you stand on.

F Young adult novels with vampires
F Smartphone games
F Dating shows
We let people steal our joy all the time.
Your joy is too small for this situation. You don’t
have to feel guilty when you feel good. You don’t
have to spend every moment in the pursuit of perfection. You don’t have to produce or self improve.
Your life’s work wasn’t meant to be work.

They won’t let us have it easily.
I don’t know what your joy looks like or where it
will come from.

When polled about their guilty pleasures, people
said:

Comfort isn’t enough now.

F White claw
F Top ramen
F American cheese kraft singles

Let’s pray to the joy we have.
Amen.
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The Gift
BY CRISTINA ANGEL SANTANA

Nothing ever goes away.
At the age of three I used to play on the floor near
my grandfather. I’d crawl around on the soft green
carpet talking away. He recognized sincerity in a little
brown girl in a white world, sitting in the corner, eagerly rattling on, brimming with bright eyed curiosity.
He asked me once who I was talking to and I readily
told him, “My little people!” He told me he wouldn’t
tell and so, neither did I. I saw them and they saw me,
nothing else really mattered.
I came into the world the bastard Mexican daughter to a narcissistic white woman who raised me in
all places white. Ignored by most and an anomaly to
be witnessed from a distance to those who did take
notice.
At the age of six, still the innocent, isolated, bright
eyed brown girl in a white world, I would tend to the
secret treasures I kept beneath the bushes that separated my home from the church next door. I gathered
little rocks marked with remnants of life, pieces of
broken glass, acorns—only if they still had the cap—
and tiny sticks that I shoved into a pile big enough
to sit on while ruminating on the day’s finds. My
mother came and went, otherwise occupied with grad
school and low paying jobs. I would walk around our
neighborhood and run across the street to the middle
school. I would stop by the swings, cross the monkey
bars and head into the woods. It was a great place to
explore. I never preferred the indoors. My little people
were still with me, only my skills had developed and
now I was traveling with them at night. I would go to
bed and leave the world behind, flying amongst the
stars, a seeker of justice in galactic battles. I would frequent a waterfall, where I would scale the walls to the
cave behind, the rushing water roaring, cleansing me
of my nothingness, I felt whole. Such big feelings for
someone so small. I made the naïve mistake of telling
my mother when I visited her in her dream. I got her
attention. I traveled into people’s minds and saw into
their souls. Unbeknownst to me, I was not average, and
that would be my curse.
I quickly became a side show to my mother’s
friends—her daughter could do things adults only

wished for. After testing the waters, she took me to the
head of the English Department, her mentor, so that I
could give him a psychic reading. She took me to his
office. It was slender. The walls were white, and the
overhead lights magnified the room. They sat me in
a chair and my mother left. My feet dangled from the
chair that was meant for grownups. His marriage was
falling apart, and he was on the outs with his daughter.
I was very uncomfortable discussing this strange man’s
life concerns. I was only six after all, but everyone was
astonished. I wasn’t invisible anymore, now I was an
anomaly to be discussed from a distance. I wanted for
nothing more than to go back to being the unseen, able
to see from the safety of my little handmade haven of
sticks.
It wasn’t long after my mother caught on to my
gifts that they disappeared. She always insisted that
it was because my powers were too great and that
I wouldn’t be able to survive in life having to be so
aware of the spiritual world while existing in the 3D. If
she would have taken a second to ask me, I may have
kindly suggested that perhaps it was because she was
playing with my power like a toy thing that left me
feeling bruised with negative energy my soul could
not endure. She would have laughed and spit her usual
venom, “Put it in your Mommy Dearest book,” so I
agreed. What did it matter if my little people left me,
I was alone, and trapped in my body because of the
world. The world she set at my door.
I went back to being invisible, only now my world
seemed as small as my hands and I was alone with a
pile of rocks and broken glass. At least I didn’t have to
be pulled into the antics of my mother and her new age
friends anymore.
But nothing ever goes away.
When I was sixteen I started hearing voices. They
weren’t the friendly ones from childhood, they were
the voices of the ones who had taken residence in
our home, the demons of family turmoil and trauma
unhealed. I was frightened, and a gift my mother
once celebrated now served as an excuse to call in the
youth minister to pray over me. He had evil spirits of
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his own. What had once brought me joy now created
bring meaning to my otherwise tragic life. If they asked
me, I’d tell them, even still, I seek retribution, to bring
fear. My mother had married a conservative Christian
Truth to my sons. But that still leaves me searching,
man. We attended church, I was part of a youth group
floundering in a world that is literally burning down
and my mother had long since thrown out anything
around me, violence so normal that people exist in
that represented a pagan lifestyle. I was pegged as a
a mentality of every man for himself. I retreat to the
troubled youth who escaped a volatile home into a
quiet walls of isolation and seek out Truth from within.
familiar world of religion, where people knew how to
Nothing ever goes away.
act and what to say. It seemed a haven of reprieve from
Part of my struggle has been, I have discovered, that
the racist strangers and parents who loathed my very
I have a gift. Call it what you may, insight, intuition,
existence, keeping me locked in the house for my own
sight—it stayed, quietly observing from the corner of
safety. At that point, I was a young brown woman in a
my soul. Now I must figure out how to bring it back
white world that viewed me as exotic and it was inevitable that I would get knocked up,
to life. It has silently controlled
because when the attention wasn’t
my interactions with the world,
on my lack of mental health, it was
isolating me from people. We live
on my body. I did my best to quiet
in a society that worships privacy.
the noise of the criticism. Alcohol
I am an invasion of that. I figured
always worked best.
that much out years ago. It makes
I managed to fight off the spirits
me uncomfortable to have conversations with people that aren’t
and the voices. Strength was my
deliberate and tasked. You see, I do
other gift that felt an awful lot like
not want to hear the self-hate that
a curse. I did my best to create
presents itself as venom to others,
normalcy. Normal. A conservative,
I do not want to be the light that
white, patriarchal world. There, I
others seek to snuff out. And yet,
found myself at odds with religion,
I went back to
it is the only thing I am capable
politics and society. I discovered
being invisible,
of. I can form a close relationship
that people said one thing and did
only now my world
here or there, but ultimately, my
another, double standards were set
seemed as small
insight leads to obsession or repulfor those who were poor, women,
as my hands and
sion because when you are able
children and people of color.
I was alone with a
to see others it skews their ability
There was nothing normal about
to see you. You become a possespile of rocks and
this world that sold me an idea of
sion, an anomaly that is discussed.
safety.
broken glass.
Engagement is damn near imposWhen my first-born son came
sible when others are incapable of
into my life, I experienced pure
seeing what you see. To challenge
love in a way that awakened a
others to growth is to be gaslighted.
misguided fire. I had to save him from the world I
But nothing ever goes away.
brought him into. I had to show him Truth. But how,
The tides have turned, and I have found access to
I had yet to find Truth in a world that was riddled with
Native American traditions and cultures that honor
cruel intentions. For the time, I cherished every second
gifts that white men label as poor mental health or
I spent with him. One day while I was rocking him
hysteria. I have discovered more about my Mexican
to sleep, I heard a voice. It told me that I would have
heritage and I reside in a bubble that hates what
another son. That he would help the son I held in my
conservative, white, patriarchal culture has done to
arms. I decided I was meant to have another child.
humanity. I’ve taken a moment to heal. With healing,
After another dose of family trauma that was again
my gifts grow stronger, along with my desire to withbrought to my door by my mother, I returned to coldraw from the oppressive thoughts of strangers and
lege. I began to learn more of other cultures, reading
acquaintances alike. I’m still not sure what I’m meant
stories like Beloved and “The Yellow Wallpaper”. I was
introduced to a new truth. Conservative, white, patrito do with my gift. I’m still seeking Truth. I hope to
archal culture destroyed lives. I wasn’t alone.
find this Truth, I hope to use my gift to create a mesFast forward 10yrs, I am now, to the conservative,
sage that conveys all that I see. But until then, I am
white, patriarchal world, a fallen woman. I have abanthankful.
doned my family to selfishly pursue an attempt to
Because nothing ever goes away.
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NEED A LITTLE ROOM
TO BREATHE?

HOW DOES THE ROOM+WHEEL EXPERIENCE WORK?
With ROOM+WHEEL the experience comes to you. We understand that not
every gathering or family event can fit in our homes and we want to make
sure that doesn’t stop you from making memories with the people you care
about most.
Our goal is to bring family and friends together in comfort and style,
whatever the occasion, putting the worries of “Where are they going to
sleep?” to bed. From reunions and family in town, to a games night with
friends, our rooms have you covered!
ROOM+WHEEL is proud to use all Pacific Northwest building products in
each of our rooms. All rooms are manufactured locally in Portland, Oregon.
Built using traditional wood-frame style to make you feel right at home, our
rooms are sustainable, stylish, and cozy. Rooms are sealed, insulated, and
ready, which means you can relax and unwind no matter the weather.
Each room is custom built by a dedicated carpenter and small team.
We take pride in the love and care put into each of our rooms.

We take every precaution to
ensure all materials used in our
builds are sanitized, secure,
safe… and ready for you.
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